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Abstract
Web traffic on e-business sites is increasingly dominated by artificial agents (Web bots) which pose a threat to the website security,
privacy, and performance. To develop efficient bot detection methods and discover reliable e-customer behavioural patterns, the
accurate separation of traffic generated by legitimate users and Web bots is necessary. This paper proposes a machine learning
solution to the problem of bot and human session classification, with a specific application to e-commerce. The approach studied
in this work explores the use of unsupervised learning (k-means and Graded Possibilistic c-Means), followed by supervised labelling
of clusters, a generative learning strategy that decouples modelling the data from labelling them. Its efficiency is evaluated through
experiments on real e-commerce data, in realistic conditions, and compared to that of supervised learning classifiers (a multi-layer
perceptron neural network and a support vector machine). Results demonstrate that the classification based on unsupervised
learning is very efficient, achieving a similar performance level as the fully supervised classification. This is an experimental
indication that the bot recognition problem can be successfully dealt with using method that are less sensitive to mislabelled data
or missing labels. A very small fraction of sessions remain misclassified in both cases, so an in-depth analysis of misclassified
samples was also performed. This analysis exposed the superiority of the proposed approach which was able to correctly recognize
more bots, in fact, and identified more camouflaged agents, that had been erroneously labelled as humans.

Keywords: Web bot, Internet robot, Web bot detection, supervised classification, unsupervised classification, machine learning,
Web server

1. Introduction

The work presented in this paper addresses the issue of
recognizing artificial agents or bots from human visitors to
a Web shop under realistic conditions. It includes a study
of machine learning techniques for classification that can
be employed even with missing labels, being built around
unsupervised analysis, that compare favourably with fully
supervised classifiers, as well as an analysis of the role of
features and the type of errors incurred in by the best-
performing classifiers.

This introduction describes the context, the motivation,
and the approach proposed, highlighting the scientific con-
tribution of this research.

1.1. Context
Contemporary Web services offer huge possibilities of

running any kind of business on a global scale. Fur-
thermore, social media, online marketing and Web ana-
lytics technologies make it possible to attract prospective
e-customers, provide them with personalized service and
systematically reinforce their loyalty to the brand. The ef-
ficient functioning of the electronic marketplace is largely
possible due to Web bots, which explore the Web on a
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regular basis and automate the execution of many tedious,
recurrent, and routine tasks.

A Web bot, also called a Web crawler, Internet robot
or intelligent agent, is a software tool that performs spe-
cific actions on computers connected in a network without
the intervention of human users, by following hyperlinks.
Search engine indexers, monitoring bots, link checkers,
feed fetchers are examples of “good bots” – they usually
have legitimate goals and comply with directives placed by
website mainteners in the robots.txt file to prevent or limit
access to specific page subsets.

Along with collaborative agents, however, “bad bots”
have been increasingly used in recent years. Such bots
tend to adopt impersonation tactics, typically by changing
the user agent field in HTTP/HTTPS headers of their re-
quests to masquerade as either human users (by employing
the user agent strings of human-operated Web browsers)
or “benign” bots, like Google or Baidu crawlers (Bai et al.,
2014). Moreover, advanced robots can operate at the ap-
plication layer, being able to imitate the way in which
legitimate users interact with online applications via their
browsers, which makes them hard to detect. Such bots are
often used to gain undue advantage in online business (see
Subsection 2.1).

According to recent bot traffic reports (GlobalDots,
2018; Zeifman, 2017), about half of website visitors (42.2%
– 51.8%) are actually robots, and as much as 51.7% –
55.8% of all robots are malicious ones. Among different
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industries, e-commerce is the fifth in the ranking as re-
gards bad bot traffic intensity and the first in terms of
volumes of sophisticated bot traffic (generated with the
use of browser automation software or malware installed
within real browsers, thus perfectly imitating legitimate
users) (GlobalDots, 2018).

The ever increasing proliferation and sophistication of
bots, followed by real damages suffered by online com-
panies, have been driving a lot of research on bot traffic
analysis and detection. It has to be noted, however, that
irrespective of malicious robot activities, all bot traffic on
e-business websites should be identified. Despite the fact
that all kinds of robots introduce additional server load,
which should be controlled and limited in some cases, there
is a strong need for separation of all bot and human visits
on HTTP level.

1.2. Motivation and proposed approach

The main motivation for our study was the need for
reliable identification of automatically generated visits in
online stores. This problem has two main facets. First,
the ability to identify HTTP bot traffic allows a website
administrator to obtain accurate measurements of actual
site popularity and other, business-related metrics. Sec-
ond, this ability is fundamental for reliable and solid e-
customer behaviour characterisation and pattern discov-
ery. In practice, conclusions drawn from such analyses
are greatly beneficial for optimization of the website de-
sign, implementation of more effective product recommen-
dation methods, development of more adequate market-
ing strategies, etc. Since intelligent agents reveal different
online navigational patterns than humans (Calzarossa and
Massari, 2011; Doran et al., 2013; Suchacka, 2014), incapa-
bility of bot detection and elimination may skew outcomes
of customer behavioural studies, leading to improper busi-
ness decisions. Finally, since sophisticated software agents
are able to efficiently mimic navigation of human visitors,
this may incur real negative consequences for e-business,
like price undercutting, click frauds, or credit card frauds,
just to name a few. (A wider discussion on detrimental
bot impact on e-business profitability is included in Sec-
tion 2.1.)

The objective of our research is to explore a machine
learning (ML) solution to the problem of bot and hu-
man session classification, with a specific application to
e-commerce and under a realistic scenario. The main re-
search question is whether it is possible to achieve good
recognition rates in the task of distinguishing between ses-
sions of legitimate, human users and Web robots using
computational intelligence techniques rather than hand-
engineered filtering criteria.

One issue that is commonly faced in real-world applica-
tions is the lack, or limited availability, of labelled data.
Labelling is almost invariably an expensive task. Addi-
tionally, in the specific case of interest there is no solid
criterion for labelling all possible bots, so, even among

available labels, a fraction may contain unreliable infor-
mation.

To gain insight into the problem and propose a realistic
solution, this work explores the hypothesis that a struc-
tural characterization of bots may be possible. If this hy-
pothesis is verified, a learning machine may be able to
discriminate bots from regular traffic even without the su-
pervision of class labels.

In this case, we can make the further hypothesis that
clusters corresponding to legitimate users will be stable
over time, while clusters corresponding to bots will change
as a consequence of the evolution of bots themselves. This
will allow future works to use the methods discussed here
(Abdullatif et al., 2017), as well as possible variants in the
same spirit (Abdullatif et al., 2018), in a change detection
or novelty detection setting, to track the evolution of bots
and keep the ability to identify them possibly even before
novel types of malicious bot behaviour are identified.

1.3. Contribution
The major contributions of this paper are the following:

1. We explore an approach to session classification on
a Web server, based on unsupervised learning (clus-
tering) followed by supervised labelling of clusters
(“nearest centroid” approach). This method can be
described as a generative approach, and can be ap-
plied even when labels are present only for a subset of
the data, making it viable for semi-supervised learn-
ing. Two clustering algorithms are applied: k-means
and Graded Possibilistic c-Means (GPCM). To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first study that ap-
plies the GPCM algorithm in the field of Web bot de-
tection and one of the first works addressing the prob-
lem of bot and human session classification based on
unsupervised learning. The efficiency of the approach
is assessed by comparing it to that of supervised clas-
sification with the use of two methods: a multi-layer
perceptron (MLP) neural network and a support vec-
tor machine (SVM).

2. The approach is dedicated to dynamic, e-commerce
websites, implemented in a multi-tiered architecture
(consisting of Web server, application server, and
database server layers). We propose to describe ses-
sions not only with common features, representing
statistical session characteristics, but also with novel
semantic features, related to the process of purchasing
goods online.

3. To evaluate the classification performance of the pro-
posed approach, we conduct experiments on a real
e-commerce traffic dataset. To the best of our knowl-
edge, all previous studies on bot detection with ML
methods have been evaluated only for non e-business
sites, mainly the ones from university domains. Such
websites are usually characterized by a simpler struc-
ture, other functions, and other resource types. The
corresponding studies for real dynamic, e-business
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sites are missing and our study aims to partially fill
this research gap concerning an economically signifi-
cant area.

4. Experimental results show that the proposed
clustering-based classifiers achieve a similar level of
performance as the fully supervised ones, providing
experimental evidence that the problem could be suc-
cessfully addressed even in the presence of incomplete
labelling.

5. An in-depth analysis of misclassified samples disclosed
that the classifier based on unsupervised analysis rec-
ognized more robots and was able to correctly iden-
tify more camouflaged artificial agents, that were er-
roneously labelled as humans. Our methodology may
be useful for more accurate session labelling for the
use in classification models. It contributes to the area
of reliable benchmarking for Web bot detection stud-
ies and developing novel bot detection methods.

1.4. Paper organization
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion 2 presents the background on Web bot types and re-
views related studies on methods for their detection offline.
Section 3 presents basics on server log data and formulates
the problem. The proposed research methodology is dis-
cussed in Section 4; Section 5 describes the experimental
setup, followed by discussion of experimental results in
Section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Background and related work

2.1. Types of Web bots
Historically the first and primary bot application is Web

crawling, aimed at indexing Web content on behalf of
search engines. Nowadays a multitude of various types of
supportive bots exist. Among these one can mention, e.g.,
link checkers detecting broken links, feed fetchers ferrying
Web content to mobile apps, or shopping bots acting for
product search engines or price comparers, which a given
online retailer collaborates with. These types of robots
usually inform a Web server about their identity via the
bot name contained in the user agent field, so they may be
easily recognized at the server and processed in a special
way if needed. The only potential risk of their presence
is the increase in network and server traffic, which though
is usually kept under control by the bots themselves by
limiting their own rate of activity.

Some concerns about privacy and ethics on the Web
are raised by functioning of agents that collect sensi-
tive data and reuse them, e.g., e-mail harvesters or re-
source archivers. Even more bothersome are activities of
advanced application-level agents like social bots (Clark
et al., 2016; Sadiq et al., 2017), blog bots (Chu et al., 2013),
or spambots (Hayati et al., 2010; Kaur et al., 2018). A
particularly severe problem for server administrators and
site maintainers is camouflaged bad bots, whose behaviour

can be really detrimental for target websites. A flagship
example is Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks
with the goal of blocking or gaining access to a particu-
lar website or service. A DDoS attack is launched by a
botnet, created by many network-interconnected comput-
ers, each of which is infected with malware giving control
of the infected machine to a central bot controller. Bot-
nets can be organized in peer-to-peer or client-server struc-
tures. They can use several network protocols; however,
due to the overwhelming diffusion of Web-based services,
HTTP-based bots are the majority (Acarali et al., 2016).
As opposed to traditional, network layer DDoS attacks,
which are relatively easy detectable, HTTP-based appli-
cation layer attacks are extremely hard to cope with (Adi
et al., 2017; Behal and Kumar, 2017; Jazi et al., 2017;
Singh et al., 2018).

Autonomous agents are also used to interfere with com-
mercial activity on the Internet. For instance, click bots
are a specific type of network programs specialized in simu-
lating clicks on sensitive links, such as advertising banners
(Haider et al., 2018; Walgampaya and Kantardzic, 2011).
They are typically employed to perform so-called “click
frauds” in online advertising, whose reach is measured by
metrics like impressions (the number of times a given ad
is visualized) and conversions (the number of times a visu-
alized ad is actually clicked). A click fraud consists in fal-
sifying the actual number of genuine impressions and con-
versions by inflating them with artificially-generated ones.
The advertiser may be attacked by exhausting their visu-
alization budget early in the day so that their ads do not
appear any more after the number of displays per day is
reached. Alternatively, sites that host the advertising can
increase their own revenue by simulating a higher traffic.

Malicious bots can harm the e-commerce competitive-
ness and profitability in a number of ways. Scraping and
duplicating the Web content may damage the website SEO
(Search Engine Optimization) ranking due to duplicate
content on the Web. Price harvesting enables undercutting
prices offered by competitors. Creation or takeover of cus-
tomer accounts may be used to spam the site comment sec-
tions, exploit account promotion credits (discounts, loyalty
points, etc.), or hold out items in shopping carts without
purchasing them, thus lowering the inventory availability
for real customers. Bots on e-commerce sites are also em-
ployed to commit gift card frauds, credit card frauds, and
purchase tickets in bulk for illegal resale. Negative long-
term consequences for e-business include the undermined
company’s reputation and lower conversion rates.

In this paper we are interested in filtering all bots that
are trying to access an e-shop. These bots can serve multi-
ple different purposes, ranging from page indexing to com-
plete transactions (some bots actually buy items).

2.2. Approaches to Web bot detection

A limited subset of bots may be identified by syntactical
analysis of HTTP fields extracted from log entries, i.e. by
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examining access to the robots.txt file in sessions, inspect-
ing specific keywords in user agent strings or comparing
IP addresses against a blacklist. This simple approach al-
lows one to detect only well-known and cooperative robots,
being blind for new or evolving ones. Due to these lim-
itations, more sophisticated solutions to the problem of
bot detection offline have been proposed, including traffic
pattern analysis and analytical learning.

Traffic pattern analysis looks for known differences in
interaction styles between bots and legitimate users (Guo
et al., 2005; Lin et al., 2008). Analytical learning instead
does not search for known patterns but use statistical or
ML techniques to learn rules from navigational data and
incorporate them into a formal probabilistic or ML model.
Example probabilistic models include Bayesian approaches
(Stassopoulou and Dikaiakos, 2009; Suchacka and Sobków,
2015), as well as Markov models based on request arrival
patterns (Lu and Yu, 2006) and requested resource types
(Doran and Gokhale, 2016; Suchacka and Motyka, 2018).

Most ML approaches to robot detection apply super-
vised learning. It consists in training a classifier, i.e. a
function mapping an input (usually feature vectors de-
scribing sessions) to an output (session class labels) based
on a training dataset, which includes labeled training sam-
ples. The ability of the inferred function to determine cor-
rect class labels for new, unseen samples is assessed on a
test dataset. Many supervised learning techniques demon-
strated their efficiency in classification of bots and humans,
e.g., decision trees (Gržinić et al., 2015; Kwon et al., 2012;
Tan and Kumar, 2002) support vector machine (Gržinić
et al., 2015; Jacob et al., 2012; Rovetta et al., 2019), neu-
ral networks (Bomhardt et al., 2005; Rovetta et al., 2019),
and k-Nearest Neighbours (Stevanovic et al., 2012; Sapu-
tra et al., 2013). All supervised learning approaches, how-
ever, share a common disadvantage, related to a difficulty
with preparation of a reliable training dataset, in particu-
lar with assigning accurate class labels to sessions of cam-
ouflaged robots.

This drawback does not affect unsupervised learning,
which is to learn intrinsic data properties from unlabeled
training samples. In the field of Web bot traffic analysis
there have been some works on session clustering to isolate
bots. In Alam et al. (2014) Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) was applied to distinguish robots among genuine
Web users based on three session features: total transfer
volume, number of pages, and session duration. The un-
derlying assumption was that bots are outliers. However,
as previously noted, the percentage of bot traffic has dra-
matically increased, therefore this assumption is not valid
any more. As a consequence, only some kinds of bots
might be detected with this method. For the experimen-
tal scenario in Alam et al. (2014), these are those bots
requesting many pages and downloading large amounts of
data in relatively short time periods.

In Zabihi et al. (2014) the DBSCAN (Density-Based
Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise) algorithm
was employed to separate bots and humans into two clus-

ters. Fourteen session features were taken into account,
four of which were finally selected for classification by us-
ing T-test. DBSCAN achieved very good results (the mean
cluster purity was 0.97), however some sessions were left
unclustered and treated as a noise, thus not being included
in performance metrics. The authors concluded that some
known bots imitating human behavior are very difficult to
identify.

Two unsupervised neural network learning algorithms,
the Self-Organizing Map (SOM) and Modified Adaptive
Resonance Theory 2 (Modified ART2), were applied in
(Stevanovic et al., 2013) with two goals: to obtain a bet-
ter insight into the types and distribution of Web clients,
and to investigate the relative differences and similarities
between malicious bots and other non-malicious clients.
Four client groups were considered: humans, well-behaved
bots, malicious bots, and unknown. As a result of cluster-
ing, a pretty clear separation between robots and humans
was achieved. However, out of all visitor groups, malicious
bots exhibited the greatest variability – they were spread
over all five generated clusters. A conclusion was that bots,
in particular the malicious ones, display a range of brows-
ing strategies; moreover, as much as 52% of malicious bots
exhibit very “human-like” behavior.

In Hamidzadeh et al. (2018) and Zabihimayvan et al.
(2017) session clustering was combined with feature selec-
tion based on Fuzzy Rough Set (FRS) theory. The first
method, called FRS-WRD (FRS - Web Robot Detection)
(Hamidzadeh et al., 2018), applied the SOM-based clus-
tering. Its efficiency was evaluated in terms of the ability
to separate bot and human sessions and turned out to be
very high (the mean cluster purity was about 96%). The
second method, called SMART (Soft computing for MA-
licious RoboT detection) (Zabihimayvan et al., 2017), ex-
ploited a Markov clustering (MCL) algorithm to separate
bots from humans. Clustering-based classification resulted
in the mean accuracy of 0.92. A common conclusion from
the both studies was that the most relevant attributes se-
lected by FRS differ on a dataset so preceding the session
classification with the feature selection stage can improve
the classifier efficiency.

The analysis of literature shows that Web traffic reveals
properties discriminating bots from humans to a large ex-
tent, though some sophisticated bots can actually imper-
sonate legitimate users, thus remaining hard to detect.
Very few studies classified sessions based on unsupervised
learning; instead, most of approaches focused on investi-
gating the ability to partition bots and humans into sepa-
rate clusters and explored session properties depending on
a cluster. Clustering-based models were used to classify
new sessions only in Zabihimayvan et al. (2017), as well
as in Rovetta et al. (2019) which discusses preliminary re-
sults of our approach. Furthermore, ML approaches to the
problem of bot detection offline were evaluated for non e-
business websites only and thus, the up-to-date literature
lacks studies performed on real e-commerce datasets.

To address the aforementioned deficiencies, we develop
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a novel method to classify bot and non-bot sessions in a
Web store. The proposed classifier is based on unsuper-
vised classification and subsequent labelling of generated
clusters. Since some related works, e.g. (Stevanovic et al.,
2013), reported a considerable diversification of bad bot
navigation strategies, we examine a “microclustering” ap-
proach, similar to that used in DBSCAN, using a wide
range of the number of centroids to be able to map pos-
sibly complex class boundaries using smaller convex com-
ponents. Classification efficiency is evaluated on real e-
commerce log data: the classifier is developed on a training
dataset and its ability to generalize results to new obser-
vations is verified on a test dataset. Achieved performance
metrics are compared with those obtained for the super-
vised learning classifiers. Moreover, features of individual
sessions that were misclassified by unsupervised and/or
supervised approaches are analysed thoroughly to inspect
possible reasons for the residual errors.

3. Problem formulation

Web servers process traffic coming from Web clients ac-
cording to HTTP protocol (Berners-Lee et al., 1996; Field-
ing et al., 1999; Belshe et al., 2015). Basic data on every
HTTP request seen on a server is recorded in an access log,
a standardized text file complying with a predefined for-
mat, set up in the server configuration. Common choices
for e-business servers include the de facto standard NCSA
Common log format or formats derived from it by adding
more fields, like Apache’s NCSA Combined.

The input for our approach is one or more logs, con-
taining traffic data for an e-commerce website over some
period of time. We assume to have access to at least the
information contained in the NCSA Combined log format.
The following fields are used:

• host, corresponding to the IP address of the Web
client;

• date:time, being the time stamp of the request;

• request – information on the HTTP method (e.g.,
GET for downloading the server resource, HEAD for
downloading the resource header) and the URI (Uni-
form Resource Identifier) specifying the requested
server resource;

• statuscode, the numeric code informing about the
result of request processing at the server (e.g., codes
2xx for the success, 4xx for client errors);

• bytes – volume of data transferred to the client;

• referrer, the URL (Uniform Resource Locator)
which linked the client to the website (for the first
request in session) or the URL of the recent page (for
consecutive requests);

• user agent, being the string specifying the client
Web browser and platform.

Interactions of Web clients with the website may be
represented as sessions. A Web session is defined as a
sequence of HTTP requests coming from a client during
a single visit. The HTTP protocol is stateless and Web-
application-level session information is not stored in access
logs, so session identification at this level remains uncer-
tain and heuristics have to be used. As common practice,
HTTP requests are grouped into the same session if they
have the same IP address, the same user agent string and
the time between consecutive requests does not exceed a
threshold, set at 30 minutes (Bomhardt et al., 2005; Doran
and Gokhale, 2016; Sisodia et al., 2015; Stassopoulou and
Dikaiakos, 2009; Stevanovic et al., 2012).

Based on HTTP request fields available in log, various
session features may be further determined, e.g. the total
number of requests, session duration, mean time per page
and many others.

A problem of the session-based bot recognition offline
can be formalized as follows: given a set of HTTP request
records from a Web session, label the session as performed
by a bot or by a human. The information about all re-
quests in session is entirely available at the time of decision
making.

The research question addressed by this work is whether
the task of recognizing bots offline is (1) learnable with
standard ML methods, and (2) characterized by intrin-
sic differences between the behaviour of legitimate users
and that of automatic software agents, such that the un-
supervised analysis is able to reveal significant, interesting
information.

4. Research methodology

4.1. Methodological framework
The general framework of our approach is presented in

Fig. 1. It involves the following stages: (1) Session prepa-
ration based on HTTP log data (data pre-processing, ses-
sion identification, extraction of session features, assigning
ground truth labels to sessions); (2) developing and train-
ing a classification model with one of four ML methods
applied to sessions in a training set; and (3) exploiting the
model to classify sessions in a test set.

In this section our research methodology is discussed in
detail. The data used is briefly characterized and four ML
methods, used to develop session classifiers, are presented.

4.2. Preparation of sessions
4.2.1. Data description

Source data are HTTP access logs of an online book-
store1. The store is an osCommerce-based application,
hosted on Linux Apache server supported with PHP and
MySQL. The application allows a customer to perform

1The identity of the store is not revealed in the paper due to a
non-disclosure agreement with the online retailer.
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the proposed approach

typical e-commerce operations, like browsing and search-
ing for products, reading detailed product information,
adding products to the shopping cart, and finalizing the
checkout process. The e-commerce module is integrated
with some entertainment pages containing interactive puz-
zle, quizzes, mini games and short movies.

Logs were recorded in April 2014 according to the NCSA
Combined format with a 1-second resolution and contained
1 397 838 entries.

A log analyser was implemented in C++ to pre-process
Web server access logs, extract sessions and label them.
Standard pre-processing steps were performed: reading
data from files, merging them, and removing erroneous
entries. Request records were assembled and sorted by
their time stamps.

Based on the request dataset, sessions were recon-
structed according to the standard approach (see Subsec-
tion 3). One-request sessions (generated by autonomous
agents, in fact), one-page sessions (being typically human
sessions making up the so-called bounce rate), as well as
sessions generated by the website administrator and ad-
ministrative software were eliminated.

4.2.2. Feature extraction
Twenty-one summary features descriptive of whole ses-

sions were extracted from HTTP data. The features, listed
in Table 1, may be divided into two categories.

The first category groups features no. 1 – 10, that have
been commonly used as various subsets in previous bot de-
tection studies (Bomhardt et al., 2005; Sisodia et al., 2015;

Stassopoulou and Dikaiakos, 2009; Stevanovic et al., 2012;
Tan and Kumar, 2002; Jacob et al., 2012; Alam et al., 2014;
Zabihi et al., 2014; Stevanovic et al., 2013; Hamidzadeh
et al., 2018; Zabihimayvan et al., 2017; Balla et al., 2011;
Lagopoulos et al., 2017). They represent some aggregated
or averaged session statistics, related to request types, re-
quest referrers, response codes, HTTP methods, time fre-
quencies, and volumes of data sent to the client.

The second category includes e-commerce oriented fea-
tures that have been distinguished taking into account the
specificity of e-commerce websites. Features no. 11 – 20
are related to some typical operations performed by po-
tential customers in an online store. Feature no. 21 re-
flects knowledge of the referrer-based source of the user
visit, corresponding to the way in which the user reached
the bookstore site (e.g., via a reference from an organic
or paid search engine result) or lack of this knowledge in
session.

In the feature extraction phase, boolean values were en-
coded as 0/1 while numeric features were individually nor-
malized, i.e., scaled into [0, 1]. As a result, each session was
represented as a 21-element feature vector.

4.2.3. Session labeling
For the purpose of development and/or verification of

classification models, each session was assigned a ground
truth label (“bot” or “human”). The log analyser main-
tains a table of user agent fields and IPs of known bots,
as well as a table of regular expressions related to known
Web browsers (including mobile browsers). These tables
were built with the use of two online databases:

• Udger database (Udger, 2017), containing 43 user
agent strings of legitimate Web browsers (categories
“browser” or “mobile browser”), as well as 2832
user agent strings and 996 657 IPs of bots (cate-
gories “crawler”, “fake crawler”, “e-mail client”, “val-
idator”, “offline browser”, “multimedia player”, “li-
brary”, “known attack source – http”, “known attack
source – mail”, “known attack source – ssh”); most
browsers and bots have a client category, name, and
version assigned.

• User-agents database (Staeding, 2017), containing
2459 user agent strings of known Web browsers and
bots.

The table was augmented with additional user agents,
semi-automatically discovered to represent bots based on
some keywords occurring in them (“robot”, “crawler”,
“spider”, “worm”, “search”, “track”, “harvest”, “hack”,
“trap”, “archive”, “scrap”, etc.).

Moreover, some heuristic rules were applied to label ses-
sions based on well-known differences in accessing the Web
content by humans and bots. Humans navigate the web-
site via the browser software, following available hyper-
links; for each page the browser requests a page description
file, followed by a batch of requests for embedded objects
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Table 1: List of session features used.

Category No. Name Type Description

Common
session
features

1 pag int Total number of page views (“clicks”) in session
2 req int Total number of requests in session (session length)
3 vol double Total volume of data sent to the client [KB]
4 dur int Session duration [s]
5 timPP double Mean time per page [s]
6 eRefR [0, 100] Percentage of requests with empty referrer
7 eRefP [0, 100] Percentage of page requests with empty referrer
8 4xx [0, 100] Percentage of erroneous requests (4xx)
9 imgPP double Image-to-page ratio
10 head [0, 100] Percentage of requests of type HEAD

E-commerce
-oriented
features

11 purch bool Whether the session ended with a purchase
12 noH int Number of views of the website’s home page
13 noL int Number of login operations (including “Register success” and “Login success”)
14 noSh int Number of views of the page with shipping terms and conditions
15 noS int Number of searches using the internal search engine
16 noD int Number of views of product description pages
17 noA int Number of operations of adding a product to the shopping cart
18 noI int Number of views of pages informing about the store and the trading company
19 noE int Number of views of pages with entertainment contents
20 noB int Number of other page views
21 src bool Whether a “source” of the session is specified

(mostly images). This navigation is reflected by the in-
formation recorded in request referrers. On the contrary,
robots may crawl the site according to their own strate-
gies, not limited by the logical link structure. Thus, session
properties indicative of a bot are the following: no image
request in session, no page request in session, all requests
with empty referrers, all page requests with empty refer-
rers, all requests with HEAD method, all requests with
4xx status codes, or a request for robots.txt file occurred
in session.

A session labeling procedure was the following
(Suchacka and Motyka, 2018). If an IP address or a user
agent was found in the table of known bots or one of the
heuristic conditions indicative of a bot was met, a session
was labeled as a bot. Else if a user agent was found in
the table of known browsers, the session was labeled as a
human. Otherwise, the session remained unlabeled.

As a result of session extraction and labeling, the ses-
sion dataset included 13 397 sessions: 6195 bots and 7202
humans. Two unlabeled sessions were removed.

4.3. Classification methods

Four standard methods were applied to explore the fea-
sibility of bot detection offline and assess the quality of
results. Two strategies have been experimented with: (1)
supervised learning and (2) unsupervised learning followed
by supervised labeling (calibration).

4.3.1. Supervised classification
With the supervised classification we address the follow-

ing research question:
Question I (problem solvability): By analyzing some

summary information about a given Web session, already
labelled by experts, is it possible to identify whether the
client is a Web bot or a human-operated user agent?

The answer to this question is given by the use of two
popular supervised classifiers: a multi-layer perceptron
(MLP) neural network (NN) and a support vector machine
(SVM).

These two supervised classification methods were se-
lected as the most popular representative of two different
classifier paradigms. An MLP neural network is essentially
a generative classifier (Rumelhart et al., 1986) that learns
an internal representation of class distributions, while an
SVM is the most successful discriminative classifier, based
on directly representing the decision boundaries (Duda
et al., 2012). Both have been state-of-the-art methods
for years, both were the default classifiers in different pe-
riods, and very effective training algorithms are available
for both, due to extensive research efforts by the machine
learning, statistics, and operations research communities.

A multi-layer perceptron (Goodfellow et al., 2016) is
the basic structure of which deep neural networks are built.
It is composed of two or more layers of computational neu-
rons with nonlinear input-output mapping capabilities and
can be used to “learn” complex classification tasks. MLPs
have been successfully applied to many problems involv-
ing Internet traffic data (Bomhardt et al., 2005; Grzonka
et al., 2018; Suchacka and Stemplewski, 2017; Zatwarnicki,
2012).

The data submitted at the NN input layer are feature
vectors whereas each of the following network layers may
receive the whole set of outputs produced by the preceding
layers or some subset only. Each computational unit re-
ceives an array of inputs weighted by a set of correspond-
ing parameters and computes a scalar, non-linear input-
output mapping from it. Network learning consists in the
weight optimization and may be performed with different
algorithms. Approximation capabilities of a NN depend on
a network size (number of layers, number of units in each
layer) and structure (type of non-linear function, connec-
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tivity pattern).
A support vector machine (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995)

is a default choice for solving binary classification prob-
lems. It was the first successful “kernel method”, build
upon statistical learning theory to provide high general-
ization ability and performance guarantees. It proved suc-
cessful in solving many Web session classification tasks,
e.g., in Gržinić et al. (2015); Jacob et al. (2012); Suchacka
et al. (2015).

To develop an SVM classifier, input samples (i.e., fea-
ture vectors from the training dataset) are represented as
points in a high-dimensional space H, being transformed
by some kernel function. The goal is to find a separat-
ing hyperplane that creates the largest possible margin
between the points of two classes in the new space (this
margin is determined by support vectors of two classes).
Since in most cases the data is not linearly separable, the
method imposes an additional penalty for each misclas-
sified point, proportional to the distance from the mar-
gin boundary. Thus, the objective function maximizes the
margin around the linear discriminant in H with the con-
straint on the total error penalty.

Various kernel functions may be applied, e.g., linear,
polynomial, sigmoid, or RBF (Gaussian).

4.3.2. Unsupervised classification
Unsupervised classification allows us to answer the fol-

lowing research question:
Question II (presence of “natural” classes): If the an-

swer to Question I, given by supervised classification, is
largely positive, is it obtained because of intrinsic, struc-
tural differences between interaction profiles of humans
and robots? Or does it stem from apparent correlation
forced by the optimization procedures used?

The rationale of this research question is that classifica-
tion is led by an optimization process. As such, it is subject
to finding false relations that are not due to the under-
lying input-to-output mechanism, but nevertheless reduce
the objective function on the available data. This happens
even when using the cross-validation or other forms of gen-
eralization control because the intrinsic inductive bias in
supervised methods makes them prone to overfitting.

To investigate if possible input-output correlations are
real, we apply an unsupervised analysis followed by la-
belling to obtain the final classification. Two centroid-
based clustering techniques are used: k-means and Graded
Possibilistic c-Means (GPCM), with the subsequent ma-
jority labelling of the obtained centroids.

The k-means method is a standard first choice for clus-
tering in metric spaces. Since it is a centroid-based al-
gorithm, it has also been extensively used for approxi-
mate probability density estimation or vector quantiza-
tion. Practical application shows that despite its sim-
plicity and some drawbacks it is a remarkably effective
method. The GPCM method is a more recent proposal
by the authors. It was developed to allow for dealing with
uncertainty, noisy data, and outliers, and for this reason

it is designed as a fuzzy clustering method of the possi-
bilistic type. It was selected because it has originally been
introduced specifically for tasks similar to the one at hand.

K-means (MacQueen et al., 1967) is the most common
and simplest, yet very efficient, central clustering tech-
nique. The algorithm is hard partitioning so each sample
is attributed to only one cluster. Clusters are represented
by their centres (centroids), whose elements are averages
of the corresponding features’ values for all instances in the
cluster. The aim is to find a partition that minimizes the
sum of distances between the cluster centroid and mem-
bers over all clusters. Various distance metrics may be
applied, including the most common Euclidean distance.

For a given number of clusters (k), the algorithm starts
with generating initial centroid values, usually either ran-
domly or with informed heuristics like k-means++ (Arthur
and Vassilvitskii, 2007). Clusters are then built by deter-
mining the closest centroid for each sample. Then cen-
troids are recalculated for the formed clusters and a new
partition is created. This procedure keeps iterating un-
til cluster membership stabilizes or some other stopping
criterion is met.

A disadvantage of k-means is that a single run of the
algorithm can only converge to a local optimum, depend-
ing upon the initial centroid values. As a result, for a
given k and dataset, different initializations can lead to
different final partitions. For this reason the algorithm is
usually run many times with multiple different initial cen-
troids each time, and the best version is finally selected or
mean/median clustering results are reported, depending
on a problem.

GPCM (Masulli and Rovetta, 2006) is a fuzzy cluster-
ing method derived from Possibilistic c-Means (Krishna-
puram and Keller, 1993). It allows detection of outliers
and makes learning more robust with respect to location
identification (placing centroids) but gives the user more
control than its original version. The method provides a
soft transition between two types of membership: a rela-
tive (probabilistic) membership – indicating to what pro-
portion a given sample should be attributed to each clus-
ter, and an absolute (possibilistic) membership – indicat-
ing the strength of the sample attribution to any cluster
independent from the rest.

This is a fuzzy central clustering method, implying that
the cluster membership can be partial. This is represented
by means of cluster indicators (or membership functions)
which are real-valued rather than binary. A parametric
uncertainty model is exploited to bound the possible com-
binations of membership values, leading to an idea of a
graded possibility.

While centroids are defined as in all k-means-type algo-
rithms, the specific graded possibilistic membership model
employed in GPCM for a particular input pattern x with
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respect to the centroid yj of cluster j is computed as

ui = e−‖x−yi‖2βi(∑k
j=1 e

−‖x−yj‖2βj

)α
where βi is a width parameter for cluster i and α controls
the possibility level, from a totally probabilistic (α = 1)
to a totally possibilistic (α = 0) model, with a continuum
of all intermediate cases for α ∈ (0, 1). Cluster learning is
implemented by the Picard iteration for a given α, which
iterates evaluation of the partial membership and deter-
mination of the cluster centres until convergence.

A description of the method, containing more details
than those that fit within the scope of the present work,
can be found in Masulli and Rovetta (2006).

4.3.3. Using unsupervised methods for building classifiers
Clustering was performed with a “vector-quantization”

(Gray and Olshen, 1997) or “microclustering” (Aggar-
wal, 2007) approach which does not attempt to associate
a meaningful group to each centroid, but uses (possibly
many) centroids to approximate the support and density
of data. This was obtained by allowing the number of clus-
ters to be larger (possibly much larger) than the number
of classes, two in the case at hand.

After the unsupervised density estimation step, it is
necessary to assign class labels to generated clusters. A
non-parametric classifier was obtained by labelling clusters
with the majority class label, the one most represented
among points in the cluster. In the crisp case labelling
corresponds to the classic “nearest centroid” classification
method. Thus, with k-means, each cluster is simply as-
signed the majority label, the one most represented among
points in the cluster. In the fuzzy case, labels to one point
are voted by all centroids proportionally to the member-
ship of that point to each, so that the decision is collec-
tive, with the nearest centroids retaining the biggest influ-
ence. If clusters y1 . . . yk are labelled with classes C1 . . . Ck
∈ {’bot’, ’human’} and data point x belongs to each clus-
ter with membership degrees u1 . . . uk respectively, x is
labelled with the class obtained as:

C(x) = argmax
{’bot’,’human’}

{ ∑
Ci=’bot’

ui,
∑

Ci=’human’
ui

}
.

5. Experimental setup

This section describes the design decisions, including
model hyperparameters values and the testing strategy
adopted in the experiments.

5.1. Hyperparameters for the multi-layer perceptron clas-
sifier

Regarding the MLP classifier, while the choice of the
activation function for the hidden units has an effect on
the observed convergence speed and quality of training, it

Figure 2: Classification performance of MLP vs. number of hidden
units (median, minimum and maximum values over 20 trainings with
different random initializations and random training/test splits).

does not affect much the representation learning capacity
of the classifier (Stinchcombe and White, 1989) (studies
that “prove” the superiority of hyperbolic tangent over the
logistic sigmoid, for instance, disregard the crucial role of
a proper initialization (Drago and Ridella, 1992)). On the
contrary, the number of hidden units is widely acknowl-
edged as the most important model parameter.

In the present research we aimed at generality of the re-
sults, so we elected not to work under conditions of overfit-
ting as is common in deep learning in the presence of huge,
almost exhaustive training sets. The minimum number of
hidden units was therefore searched.

An experimentally-driven model selection step for our
data revealed that the performance does not vary much
with the number of units in a hidden layer above a mini-
mum of two, being very stable up to tens of hidden units
(the results of this preliminary search step are plotted in
Fig. 2). Thus, the number of hidden units was selected as
two, the minimum value for which performance is reason-
ably stable over different trainings. The model was trained
by the scaled conjugate gradient with the cross-entropy
objective function

−
∑
l

(tl log yl − (1− tl) log(1− yl))

which implies a single sigmoid output unit for binary clas-
sification problems.

5.2. Hyperparameters for the support vector machine clas-
sifier

An SVM classifier does not have many user-selectable
hyperparameters. The main design decision is related to
the choice of the kernel function. Our SVM classifier
turned out to be successful with the RBF kernel, with
the width parameter equal to 0.1.

As to the number of support vectors, this is an output
of the algorithm rather than a user input. For the case
selected to illustrate the results, 761 support vectors were
automatically determined by the optimization.
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5.3. Hyperparameters in unsupervised analysis

Preliminary experiments showed that for both unsuper-
vised classifiers the higher the number k of clusters is, the
higher accuracy is achieved (Fig. 3). Note that a similar ef-
fect is trivially to be expected for the approximation error
(computed as the mean square distance from the nearest
prototype) evaluated on the training set. However, it is
not obvious for classification error on a test set, since it
does not only depend on the quality of the approximation,
but also on the fact that smaller clusters retain a high
out-of-sample purity.

The increase in performance with the increase in the
number of centroids used is much less noticeable for GPCM
than for k-means. Therefore, the GPCM method allows
the use of a substantially lower number of centroids with
a modest performance decrease. This makes the method
particularly suitable for reverse-engineering the learned
classification rule, since the readability of a simple par-
tition is higher compared to that of a complex one. How-
ever, for larger k higher accuracy rates are achieved by the
k-means-based classifier.

For the experiments, the following criteria were applied
for selecting representative values for k: it was chosen
larger than the number of classes to allow flexibility in
density approximation (so that classes are not assumed to
be linearly separable); three values differing by an order of
magnitude each were chosen, to sample notably different
conditions; the largest number was chosen to be equal to
the number of support vectors in the supervised case, to
allow a comparison between classifiers that use the same
quantity of resources.

Following these criteria, the three values of 5, 50 and
761 were chosen for the number of centroids k in both the
k-means and GPCM cases.

Some model parameters, α and βi (i = 1 . . . k), are spe-
cific to the GPCM method (see Subsec. 4.3.2). In the
experiments presented here, α was set at the value of 0.9,
while the widths βi were obtained dynamically for each
centroid during the learning process and adapted at each
iteration. Criteria and strategies for selecting these pa-
rameters are described in (Rovetta and Masulli, 2019).

5.4. Classifier performance evaluation

The session dataset was randomly divided into two class-
proportion-preserving subsets of equal size (50%): a train-
ing set, used to learn classification models, and a test set,
used to verify the classification efficiency on unseen data.
Although systematic k-fold cross-validation was not used,
30 random splits were performed to increase the confidence
in the obtained results.

With the aim of bot detection, class “bot” is considered
positive and class “human” negative. For each of the four
classifiers, results are described by means of a confusion
matrix reporting the percentage of true and false positives
(TP and FP, respectively) and true and false negatives

Figure 3: Accuracy vs. number of centroids for k-means and GPCM.

(TN and FN, respectively). Many classification perfor-
mance indices can be computed starting from the confu-
sion matrix. Among those, a standard set was chosen to
analyse the experimental results: recall (fraction of TP
among all bot sessions), precision (fraction of TP among
all sessions classified as positives), F-measure (harmonic
mean of recall and precision) and accuracy (fraction of all
correct classifications, both positive and negative).

A Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve anal-
ysis was not performed because in all cases F-measure and
accuracy are strongly correlated, which is an indication
that type I and type II errors are effectively balanced.

Besides assessing the overall classifier efficiency, we anal-
yse individual sessions misclassified by unsupervised and
supervised methods for most representative cases, to ad-
dress the following research question:

Question III (error analysis): Regarding the set of ses-
sions that were not correctly recognized, is it possible to
characterize them?

We investigate possible reasons for these misclassifica-
tions. Are they the same in supervised and unsupervised
cases? Are the misclassified sessions deeply different from
the rest (e.g., outliers)? Or were they mislabelled by the
session labelling procedure?

6. Results and discussion

From all results of multi-trial learning runs, we selected
those corresponding to the median objective function value
so as to exclude the best and worst results which are sta-
tistically not representative.

Confusion matrices for supervised classification are pre-
sented in Fig. 4 and for the unsupervised one in Fig. 5 –
6. Table 2 summarizes performance indicators for all the
classifiers: MLP with two hidden units, SVM with 761
support vectors found, k-means with k = 5, 50, 761, and
GPCM with k = 5, 50, 761. Fig. 7 visualizes the perfor-
mance scores.

An important note on the numerical precision: The re-
sults in confusion matrices are reported as percentages
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Output class

Non-bot Bot
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as
s Non-bot 54.00% 0.06% 99.89%

Bot 1.34% 44.60% 97.08%

97.58% 99.87% 98.60%

(a) MLP classification.

Output class

Non-bot Bot

Ta
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et
cl

as
s Non-bot 53.62% 0.00% 100.00%

Bot 0.84% 45.54% 98.19%

98.46% 100.00% 99.16%

(b) SVM classification.

Figure 4: Confusion matrices for supervised classification.

with two decimal digits; however, this is just to reduce
inconsistencies due to rounding effects. Such a high nu-
merical precision should not be interpreted as measure-
ment precision, since the observed statistical variability in
different trials was of the order of percent units from worst
to best experiments.

6.1. Results of supervised classification
The confusion matrix for MLP (Fig. 4a) shows very good

classification results: 44.60% of all sessions were correctly
classified robots, 54.00% were correctly classified humans
and only 1.34% and 0.06% were misclassified robots and
humans, respectively. As much as 99.89% of all humans
were correctly identified compared to 97.08% of recognized
bots. There were 97.58% correct negatives among all nega-
tives and 99.87% correct positives among all positive clas-
sifications. In total, 98.60% of all sessions were correctly
identified.

The SVM classifier was even more efficient (Fig. 4b),
achieving an overall accuracy of 99.16%; all humans and
98.19% of all bots were correctly classified.

Both supervised classifiers achieved very small false pos-
itives rates which means that only very few legitimate
users were mistakenly classified as robots.

6.2. Results of unsupervised classification
Visualizations of the data do not reveal any clusters.

Nevertheless, it is clear that the data have some struc-
ture, even if it does not take the form of clear groups. We
present results for 5, 50 and 761 clusters for both clustering
methods (as previously noted, the maximum investigated

Output class
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s Non-bot 54.00% 0.03% 99.94%

Bot 2.80% 43.17% 93.91%

95.07% 99.93% 97.17%

(a) k-means, k = 5.
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Bot 1.30% 45.46% 97.22%

97.61% 99.47% 98.46%

(b) k-means, k = 50.
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s Non-bot 53.14% 0.36% 99.33%

Bot 0.46% 46.04% 99.01%

99.14% 99.22% 99.18%

(c) k-means, k = 761.

Figure 5: Confusion matrices for k-means + majority-labelling clas-
sification.

number of groups is equal to the number of support vectors
determined for the best SVM classifier).

It can be noticed that for both k-means (Fig. 5) and
GPCM (Fig. 6) the increase in the number of groups leads
to the increase in accuracy, as well as in F-measure and
recall (Table 2). After the calibration the microclustering
(k = 761) makes it possible to find a reasonable struc-
tural difference between bots and non-bots. In general,
for a given number of clusters k-means achieves better
performance scores than GPCM (except precision, which
decreases with k), although with a higher dependency on k
(Fig. 3). Thus, further on in this paper we analyze the re-
sults of unsupervised classification (UNSUP) for the case
of k-means with 761 clusters and juxtapose them with the
results of SVM-based supervised classification (SUP).

Comparing the classification results in the fully super-
vised case with those in the unsupervised + labelling case,
we can observe that the performance level is surprisingly
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s Non-bot 53.53% 0.04% 99.93%

Bot 3.00% 43.43% 93.54%

94.69% 99.91% 96.96%

(a) GPCM, k = 5.
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Bot 1.42% 44.94% 96.94%

97.41% 99.38% 98.30%

(b) GPCM, k = 50.
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s Non-bot 53.91% 0.12% 99.80%

Bot 1.30% 44.68% 97.17%

97.65% 99.74% 98.59%

(c) GPCM, k = 761.

Figure 6: Confusion matrices for GPCM + fuzzy-labelling classifica-
tion.

similar. The quality of errors, however, is more favourable
in SUP case, with the percentage of false positives that is
(1) very small in absolute terms (close to 0), (2) smaller
than the corresponding percentage in the unsupervised
case for high number of clusters and (3) much smaller than
the false negative rate. In UNSUP case the false positive
rate is also smaller than the false negative rate, although
the difference is not so apparent.

6.3. Investigation of misclassified sessions
Although the performance scores are very high, a frac-

tion of sessions remains misclassified by both supervised
and unsupervised learning classifiers. We examine if sub-
sets of misclassified sessions overlap for SUP (SVM) and
UNSUP (k-means, k = 761) cases. We also thoroughly
analyse these sessions’ features to find out whether they
are atypical or whether the errors result from shortcom-
ings of the session labelling procedure, e.g. caused by the

fact that some camouflaging bot sessions could not have
been properly labelled before the classification.

Table 3 summarizes quantities of misclassified sessions.
The supervised classifier was unable to identify 70 sessions
(including 10 sessions labelled as bots and 60 ones labelled
as humans) while the unsupervised one was better, with
only 53 unrecognised sessions (20 bots and 33 humans). As
much as 43 sessions (10 bots and 33 humans) are in the in-
tersection of misclassified subsets of both approaches. It is
interesting to note that samples misclassified only by SUP
are all humans (27 sessions) while samples misclassified
only by UNSUP are all bots (10 sessions).

It is worth noting that some session features, used in
previous bot detection studies for static websites, turned
out not to be good discriminants of bots and humans for
the analysed e-commerce website. In particular, the per-
centage of requests of type HEAD was extremely low for
both classes.

Table 4 details values of most significant features for
samples that were not correctly identified. Two first sec-
tions of the table present human sessions misclassified by
both approaches (H1 -H10 ) and only by the unsupervised
classifier (H11 -H20 ). Investigation of Web client cate-
gories and names revealed that most of these sessions were
marked as generated by Web browsers (Chrome, Firefox,
and Internet Explorer), and one by a mobile (Android)
browser. The analysis of the number of pages in session
(pag) and session durations (dur) does not allow us to un-
ambiguously conclude about the actual client types; how-
ever, some other feature values (marked in boldface) are
clearly atypical for legitimate users.

First of all, all the human sessions except H1 have ex-
tremely low mean image-to-page ratios (imgPP). In real-
ity, on the e-commerce website there is a lot of graphics
and even on the home page and product description pages
many additional images are presented (for novelties, best-
sellers, items related with the currently displayed product,
etc.). Thus, human visits are typically characterized by
high image-to page rates (the mean for humans is 29.9,
compared to 1.5 for bots). Very low imgPP values for
the misclassified human samples suggest that these ses-
sions might have been actually generated by bots. This
applies especially to sessions H2 -H8 and H13 -H20, which
contain non-zero vales of noB and noD attributes, confirm-
ing views of some Web pages with the product informa-
tion. This supposition is additionally confirmed by non-
zero percentages of erroneous requests (4xx) and empty
referrers (eRefR and eRefP) for some sessions (H16 -H20 ).
More ambiguous are sessions H9 -H12, which do not con-
tain typical operations performed in the Web store but
only accesses to the entertainment pages (noE > 0), some
of which may be based on server-side scripts and contain
less embedded files.

Divergent characteristics may be noticed for sample H1.
This session has imgPP and 4xx typical for humans, but
some other features suggest a bot client: many empty re-
ferrers, especially for page requests and very short mean
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Table 2: Summary of performance indicators for various methods.

Method Accuracy Precision Recall F-measure
MLP #h = 2 0.986 0.999 0.971 0.985
SVM #sv= 761 0.992 1.000 0.982 0.991
k-means k = 5 0.972 0.999 0.939 0.968

k = 50 0.985 0.995 0.972 0.983
k = 761 0.992 0.992 0.990 0.991

GPCM k = 5 0.970 0.999 0.935 0.966
k = 50 0.983 0.994 0.969 0.981
k = 761 0.986 0.998 0.972 0.985

Table 3: Summary of misclassified sessions for supervised (SUP) and unsupervised (UNSUP) learning.

Metric #sessions (#bots/#humans) % of all sessions
Misclassified by SUP 70 (10 bots/60 humans) 1.04%
Misclassified by UNSUP 53 (20 bots/33 humans) 0.79%
Intersection (misclassified by both SUP and UNSUP) 43 (10 bots/33 humans) 0.64%
Misclassified by SUP but not UNSUP 27 (0 bots/27 humans) 0.40%
Misclassified by UNSUP but not SUP 10 (10 bots/0 humans) 0.15%

time per page (timPP equal to 5.5 seconds); the session
lasted only 66 seconds and contained 13 page views.

To sum up the analysis of misclassified human sessions,
we can conclude that these sessions are very likely to have
been accomplished by intelligent agents, in fact. This
means that our approach, in particular the k-means-based
classification, is able to identify some bots hidden behind
legitimate user agents.

Two last sections of Table 4 summarize selected features
of robot sessions misclassified by both approaches (R1 -
R33 ) and only by the supervised one (R34 -R60 ). The
former group is dominated by visits of mail attacking tools,
Google bots of various types (a search engine indexer, Web
Preview screenshot creators, Web Light tools), and “prob-
able bots” – sessions labelled as bot-generated as a result
of applying heuristic rules. There is also one session of
a Firefox fake crawler. Inability of the classifiers to de-
tect these robots indicates that they are very advanced
application-layer agents, successfully imitating online be-
haviour of human users.

Robots misclassified by both SUP and UNSUP methods
seem to reveal two distinct kinds of traffic patterns. The
first group, including sessions R2 -R18, is characterised by
a number of human-like characteristics: higher image-to-
page ratios, no page requests with empty referrers, and rel-
atively low (although non-zero) percentages of errors and
requests with empty referrers (they have exactly the same
values of 4xx and eRefR). Mean time per page of the order
of tens is also typical for humans (bots, in contrast, tend
to either reveal timPP of one order of magnitude higher or
exhibit extremely short times per page). Most of sessions
in the second group, generated by “probable bots” (R19 -
R32 ), emulate legitimate traffic in terms of zero eRefP,
eRefR, and 4xx. On the other hand, they do not contain
images and have significantly lower durations and times
per page than humans. It has to be noted, however, that
most of these sessions are extremely short and consist of
only a few (page) requests. Such short sessions are known

to be hard to classify and they are often eliminated from
bot detection studies.

It is interesting to observe that one undetected robot
(R33 ) performed a purchase operation in the Web store
(purch = True), although no action connected with reading
product details or adding products to the shopping cart
was made (noD = 0 and noA = 0). This session lasted
only 23 seconds and included two page views.

We were amazed to discover that the conventional, su-
pervised learning approach to bot detection misclassi-
fied more bots than UNSUP. These sessions (R34 -R60 )
were mostly due to search engine indexers and “proba-
ble bots”; there were also two marketing bots (MJ12bot
and BLEXBot), a Java library tool, and two uncategorised
agents. These sessions exhibit multiple typical bot traf-
fic features, like extremely low image-to-page ratio, high
percentage of erroneous requests, and especially enormous
shares of requests and page requests with empty referrers.
These sessions, again, consist of only a few pages or, on
the contrary, are very long-lasting visits aiming at the sys-
tematic exploration of the website content.

Summarizing the discussion of results, the in-depth anal-
ysis of misclassified sessions allows us to conclude that (1)
most of misclassified humans are bots, in fact and (2) mis-
classified robots are indeed robots. In the light of this
finding we can clarify outcomes of the classification per-
formance experimental evaluation and state that:

1. The unsupervised learning classifier recognised more
robots than the supervised one (the number of mis-
classified robot sessions was lower for UNSUP than
that for SUP).

2. Both approaches identified some camouflaged bots
that had been improperly labelled as humans and the
unsupervised approach was better in this respect (the
number of misclassified human sessions was higher for
UNSUP than that for SUP).
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Table 4: Selected features of human (H1 -H20 ) and robot (R1 -R60 ) sessions that were misclassified by supervised (SUP) and/or unsupervised
(UNSUP) learning classifiers.

Miscl.by Id pag req vol dur timPP eRefP eRefR 4xx imgPP purch noL noS noB noD noA noE Category (Name)

SU
P

&
U

N
SU

P

H1 13 589 4881 66 5.5 92.3 2.0 0 43.2 False 0 0 2 10 0 0 Browser (Firefox)
H2 2 7 31 3 3.0 0 0 0 2.5 False 0 0 0 2 0 0 Browser (Chrome)
H3 3 7 92 28 14.0 0 0 0 1.3 False 1 0 2 0 0 0 Browser (IE)
H4 18 37 332 246 14.5 0 0 0 1.1 False 1 0 9 3 4 0 Browser (Chrome)
H5 2 3 33 25 25.0 0 0 0 0.5 False 0 0 1 1 0 0 Browser (IE)
H6 4 8 67 1615 538.3 0 0 0 1.0 False 0 0 0 4 0 0 Mobile browser (Android browser)
H7 10 28 257 618 68.7 0 0 0 1.8 False 0 0 5 5 0 0 Browser (Firefox)
H8 2 5 37 12 12.0 0 0 0 1.5 False 0 0 0 2 0 0 Browser (Firefox)
H9 11 24 363 1825 182.5 0 0 0 1.2 False 0 0 0 0 0 11 Browser (IE)
H10 3 8 95 305 152.5 0 0 0 1.7 False 0 0 0 0 0 3 Browser (Chrome)

U
N

SU
P

H11 2 7 120 305 305.0 0 0 0 2.5 False 0 0 0 0 0 2 Browser (Chrome)
H12 4 12 144 1767 589.0 0 0 0 2.0 False 0 0 0 0 0 4 Browser (Chrome)
H13 9 29 495 1007 125.9 0 0 0 2.2 False 1 0 5 2 0 0 Browser (IE)
H14 3 7 149 904 452.0 0 0 0 1.3 False 0 0 3 0 0 0 Browser (Chrome)
H15 26 86 500 680 27.2 0 0 0 2.3 False 2 0 11 4 1 0 Browser (Safari)
H16 14 45 409 1856 142.8 0 0 2.2 2.2 False 3 0 1 6 0 0 Browser (Chrome)
H17 28 31 32 1214 45.0 0 6.4 87.1 0.1 False 0 0 25 1 0 0 Browser (Firefox)
H18 16 53 225 433 28.9 87.5 30.2 3.8 2.3 False 1 0 0 15 0 0 Browser (Chrome)
H19 16 46 357 102 6.8 87.5 37.0 6.5 1.9 False 0 0 1 15 0 0 Browser (Opera)
H20 46 88 804 1026 22.8 2.2 1.1 1.1 0.9 False 0 0 18 23 5 0 Browser (IE)

SU
P

&
U

N
SU

P

R1 2 2 2 1037 1037 50 50 0 0 False 0 0 0 0 0 2 Search engine bot (Googlebot)
R2 3 101 1218 11 5.5 0 4.0 4.0 32.0 False 0 0 0 0 0 2 Attack source/MAIL (Firefox)
R3 37 492 4666 1710 47.5 0 0.4 0.4 12.2 False 0 0 16 21 0 0 Attack source/MAIL (Firefox)
R4 3 135 1223 85 42.5 0 1.5 1.5 43.3 False 0 0 2 1 0 0 Attack source/MAIL (Firefox)
R5 5 266 2656 151 37.8 0 0 0 51.8 False 0 0 3 0 0 0 Attack source/MAIL (IE)
R6 3 244 2385 434 217.0 0 0.8 0.8 79.7 False 0 0 2 1 0 0 Attack source/MAIL (Firefox)
R7 23 161 1416 308 14.0 0 1.9 1.9 5.9 False 2 8 3 1 5 0 Attack source/MAIL (Firefox)
R8 2 84 957 28 28.0 50 1.2 1.2 40.0 False 0 0 0 0 0 1 Attack source/MAIL (Android browser)
R9 2 76 705 23 23.0 0 1.3 1.3 35.5 False 0 0 0 0 0 0 Tool (Googlebot)
R10 2 77 690 15 15.0 0 1.3 1.3 36.5 False 0 0 0 0 0 0 Tool (Googlebot)
R11 2 75 642 20 20.0 0 1.3 1.3 35.5 False 0 0 0 0 0 0 Tool (Googlebot)
R12 2 77 703 13 13.0 0 1.3 1.3 36.5 False 0 0 0 0 0 0 Tool (Googlebot)
R13 2 76 721 26 26.0 0 1.3 1.3 36.0 False 0 0 0 0 0 0 Tool (Googlebot)
R14 2 76 732 13 13.0 0 1.3 1.3 36.0 False 0 0 0 0 0 0 Tool (Googlebot)
R15 2 78 661 16 16.0 0 1.3 1.3 36.5 False 0 0 0 0 0 0 Tool (Googlebot)
R16 2 166 1379 67 67.0 0 0.6 0.6 81.0 False 0 0 2 0 0 0 Fake crawler (Firefox)
R17 13 213 1688 301 25.1 0 0 0 15.2 False 0 0 0 13 0 0 Screenshot creator (Googlebot)
R18 2 58 754 272 272.0 0 0 0 28.0 False 0 0 0 0 0 1 Screenshot creator (Googlebot)
R19 3 3 5.3 9 4.5 0 0 0 0 False 0 0 0 0 0 3 Probable bot - no image (-)
R20 3 3 5.3 31 15.5 0 0 0 0 False 0 0 0 0 0 3 Probable bot - no image (-)
R21 4 4 7 43 14.3 0 0 0 0 False 0 0 0 0 0 4 Probable bot - no image (-)
R22 3 3 5.3 57 28.5 0 0 0 0 False 0 0 0 0 0 3 Probable bot - no image (-)
R23 2 2 16 3 3.0 0 0 0 0 False 0 0 0 2 0 0 Probable bot - no image (-)
R24 2 2 34 19 19.0 0 0 0 0 False 0 0 2 0 0 0 Probable bot - no image (-)
R25 2 2 15 4 4.0 0 0 0 0 False 0 0 0 2 0 0 Probable bot - no image (-)
R26 2 2 15 19 19.0 0 0 0 0 False 0 0 2 0 0 0 Probable bot - no image (-)
R27 2 2 16 4 4.0 0 0 0 0 False 0 0 0 2 0 0 Probable bot - no image (-)
R28 3 3 8 80 40.0 0 0 66.7 0 False 2 0 0 0 0 1 Probable bot - no image (-)
R29 7 7 54 55 9.2 14.3 14.3 57.1 0 False 0 0 0 0 0 0 Probable bot - no image (-)
R30 2 2 0.4 1121 1121 0 0 100 0 False 0 0 2 0 0 0 Probable bot - all 4xx (-)
R31 3 3 0.6 11 5.5 0 0 100 0 False 0 0 0 0 0 0 Probable bot - all 4xx (-)
R32 8 8 1.6 45 6.4 0 0 100 0 False 0 0 0 0 0 0 Probable bot - all 4xx (-)
R33 2 13 62 23 23.0 100 15.4 7.7 5 True 0 0 1 0 0 0 Probable bot - no page ref (-)

SU
P

R34 331 371 8143 86226 261.3 100 100 0.5 0.1 False 1 245 3 71 0 2 Search engine bot (Googlebot)
R35 2936 3106 28512 81526 27.8 100 99.9 1.8 0.1 False 3 2129 38 583 0 85 Search engine bot (Googlebot)
R36 39 72 1005 18454 485.6 100 58.3 0 0.8 False 0 29 2 7 0 1 Search engine bot (Googlebot)
R37 2 4 10 3017 3017 100 50 0 0 False 0 0 0 0 0 2 Search engine bot (Googlebot)
R38 2 18 1045 17679 17679 100 100 0 8.0 False 0 0 1 0 0 1 Search engine bot (YandexBot)
R39 4 104 5353 46633 15544 100 100 0 24.3 False 0 0 1 0 0 1 Search engine bot (YandexBot)
R40 54 63 82 36645 691.4 100 100 52.4 0 False 0 0 0 1 0 53 Search engine bot (YandexBot)
R41 3 5 11 5730 2865 100 100 60.0 0.7 False 0 0 0 1 0 2 Search engine bot (YandexBot)
R42 45713 47624 322770 10135 0.2 100 100 2.7 0 False 1198 15 14618 22953 2041 182 Search engine bot (Yahoo!)
R43 553 564 3250 23844 43.2 100 100 0 0 False 13 0 127 235 71 68 Search engine bot (Yahoo!)
R44 288 290 161 659 2.3 100 100 0 0 False 0 0 0 4 0 271 Marketing (MJ12bot)
R45 784 1006 1923 3113 4.0 100 100 5.5 0.3 False 0 0 3 12 0 288 Marketing (BLEXBot)
R46 201 324 5941 120 0.6 100 100 9.3 0.1 False 5 3 10 3 0 123 Library (Java)
R47 16 1552 13951 3171 211.4 100 100 0 96.0 False 0 0 10 6 0 0 BOT - known bot (-)
R48 935 1593 44196 7019 7.5 100 100 0 0.7 False 1 1 178 538 0 108 BOT - robots.txt req. (-)
R49 3069 3956 2115 30302 9.9 100 100 98.5 0.3 False 0 0 757 2191 0 23 Probable bot - no page ref (-)
R50 93 93 707 84505 918.5 100 100 0 0 False 0 0 0 0 0 93 Probable bot - no page ref (-)
R51 124 124 943 48345 393.1 100 100 0 0 False 0 0 0 0 0 124 Probable bot - no page ref (-)
R52 2 6 18 1152 1152 100 33.3 33.3 2.0 False 0 0 0 2 0 0 Probable bot - no page ref (-)
R53 2 4 78 2 2.0 100 50 0 0.5 False 0 0 0 2 0 0 Probable bot - no page ref (-)
R54 2 110 1034 103 103.0 100 16.4 1.8 52.5 False 0 0 0 2 0 0 Probable bot - no page ref (-)
R55 2 9 69 1220 1220 100 22.2 0 3.5 False 0 0 0 2 0 0 Probable bot - no page ref (-)
R56 2 6 18 198 198.0 100 33.3 33.3 2.0 False 0 0 0 0 0 2 Probable bot - no page ref (-)
R57 2 72 489 12 12.0 100 25.0 2.8 34.5 False 0 0 0 2 0 0 Probable bot - no page ref (-)
R58 2 19 41 675 675.0 100 84.2 73.7 8.5 False 0 0 0 2 0 0 Probable bot - no page ref (-)
R59 2 20 37 804 804.0 100 90.0 80.0 9.0 False 0 0 0 2 0 0 Probable bot - no page ref (-)
R60 7 7 12 8 1.3 0 0 0 0 False 0 0 0 0 0 7 Probable bot - no image (-)
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Figure 7: Graph summarizing experimental results.

7. Conclusion

In this paper we applied unsupervised and supervised
learning methods to classify bot and human sessions in
a Web store. Results of the experimental study demon-
strate that the efficiency of the unsupervised classification
is strikingly similar to that accomplished by the supervised
one. Moreover, the outcomes expose an ability of the un-
supervised approach to identify sessions of hidden robots
by classifying them as humans based on their feature vec-
tors. However, a very small fraction of bot sessions (most
of which are extremely short) still remain undetected.

The obtained performance scores confirm that the task
of the offline bot recognition is learnable with standard
ML approaches to a very high extent. Furthermore, very
high efficiency of unsupervised classification, approaching
the analogous results for supervised learning, shows that
intelligent agents and legitimate users interacting with an
e-commerce site are characterized by intrinsic differences
in their online behaviour. The results confirm the hypoth-
esis that a structural difference is present in navigational
patterns of bots and humans on an e-commerce site, which
allows a learning machine to discriminate bots from regu-
lar traffic even without the supervision of class labels.

From the standpoint of generalisation ability, it can be
proved that in terms of Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension
the unsupervised + labelling approach is advantageous
with respect to the fully supervised one, because it de-
pends on the number of centroids, not the total number of
parameters (Ridella et al., 2001). This is an indication of
a probable better out-of-sample performance, within the
limits of the Vapnik-Chervonenkis theory (Vapnik, 1998),
which is a worst-case approach. It also means that the
sample complexity of learning under this paradigm is in-
dependent on input size, so results can be more safely
extended to higher-dimensionality cases, i.e. using more
observed features.

Our methodology may be used to improve labelling of
bot and non-bot sessions for the use in experimental verifi-
cation of ML approaches to Web bot detection, both in the
“offline” and “online” scenario. Thus, our work is a step
toward reliable benchmarking for bot detections studies.
It is also a contribution to the area of developing novel
bot detection methods. After adjusting session features
the proposed approach may be applied to websites of any
kind, not necessarily related to e-business. In future work
we are going to extend our approach with a dynamic ses-
sion feature selection stage and verify its performance for
multiple Web traffic datasets.
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